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Doctors at Berlin’s Charité hospital said they believe Navalny was poisoned with an unknown substance
belonging to a group of chemicals used as drugs, insecticides and nerve agents. Clemens Bilan / EPA /
TASS

Alexei Navalny’s doctors in Germany have made contact with Bulgarian colleagues on
suspicion that the prominent Kremlin critic may have been poisoned with a similar substance
as a local arms dealer in 2015, the Der Spiegel news magazine reported.

Doctors at Berlin’s Charité hospital said they believe Navalny was poisoned with an unknown
substance belonging to a group of chemicals used as drugs, insecticides and nerve agents. In
2015, Bulgarian doctors determined that arms dealer Emilian Grebev was poisoned but were
unable to identify the substance.

Related article: 5 Things We Know About the Navalny 'Poisoning' So Far

https://www.spiegel.de/politik/ausland/fall-alexej-nawalny-mediziner-untersuchen-parallelen-zu-einer-vergiftung-in-bulgarien-a-24b7e643-1eea-45ee-b1db-b75707f792f5
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2024/05/05/5-things-we-know-about-the-navalny-poisoning-so-far


Without citing sources, Der Spiegel reported that German physicians have now made contact
with their Bulgarian colleagues regarding the Navalny case.

“Obviously, they consider it possible that the same or very similar substances were used,” Der
Spiegel wrote. 

Der Spiegel said its joint findings with the investigative outlet Bellingcat led it to believe that
Navalny was exposed to a substance belonging to a wide range of organic compounds known
as organophosphates.

Last fall, the two outlets identified eight apparent Russian military intelligence officers as
having traveled in and out of Bulgaria in the weeks before and after Gebrev’s poisoning.

Bulgaria reopened Gebrev’s case in 2018 when the surviving arms dealer linked his poisoning
to that of former Russian double agent Sergei Skripal and his daughter in Britain that year. 

Meanwhile, the Kommersant daily reported that doctors in the Siberian city of Omsk where
Navalny was initially hospitalized last week performed 59 various tests and analyses in the 44
hours he spent there before being airlifted to Germany. 

They ruled out poisoning and diagnosed Navalny with metabolic disease.
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